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ABOUT US

OUR RANGE

With almost four decades of experience Quinn

Quinn Rooftiles offer two ranges of concrete roof tile: Traditional and Lakeland. Both ranges

Rooftiles offers an extensive range of high quality,

combine different styles available in multiple colour combinations.

high performance concrete roof and
ridge tiles suitable for a wide range of applications.
Our ranges of pantile, flat and slimline “slate” tiles
are available in a variety of colours to suit any
project.

TRADITIONAL

LAKELAND

WESTERN

RATHMORE

Flat, smooth surfaced
interlocking design tile
available in multiple colours.

Smooth surfaced interlocking
system with a bull-nose finish
available in multiple colours.

LOCH ERNE

DEVENISH

Double Pantile forms a gentle
flowing pattern that gives
instant visual appeal and is
available in multiple colours.

Finely detailed textured
surface and is available in
two colours.

We also offer a comprehensive range of
accessories to complement our roof tiles and
systems.
The versatility and high efficiency of Quinn
delivery logistics introduces an unrivalled flexibility
into customer stock requirements tailored to meet
market demand.
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TRADITIONAL RANGE

Colours

WESTERN

Slate
Grey

Graphite

Clay
Red

Turf
Brown

Rustic
Mix

The Western is our original flat,
smooth surfaced interlocking
design tile.
It is available in multiple colours
and is the obvious choice for cost
effective projects.
The Western tile maintains a
uniform appearance with machine
formed edges that are enhanced
by a broken bond laying pattern.

192 Tiles Per Pallet
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TRADITIONAL RANGE

Colours

LOCH ERNE

Slate
Grey

Clay
Red

Turf
Brown

Rustic
Mix

Our double Pantile forms a
gentle flowing pattern that
gives instant visual appeal and
is available in multiple colours.
It performs on pitches as
low as 17.5 o and combines
its exceptional strength and
beautiful smooth surface with
stunning aesthetics.

192 Tiles Per Pallet
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LAKELAND RANGE

Colours

RATHMORE

Slate
Grey

Graphite

Blue
Black

Clay
Red

Turf
Brown

Rustic Mix
Straight Cut Only

The Rathmore provides us with a low
profile slate look alike at a
truly economical price.
This smooth surface, thin leading
edge tile is available in multiple
colours and when fixed on roofs
offers a smooth and unique finish.

Rathmore
Duo available
in Slate Grey
& Turf Brown.

240 Tiles Per Pallet
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LAKELAND RANGE

DEVENISH
The Devenish has a finely
detailed textured surface and is
available in two colours of
Black and Blue/Black.

Colours
Quality comes naturally to this
product and is a pleasure for
both the specifier and the end

Gloss
Black

Blue
Black

user. Highly versatile, it is equally
suitable for new build projects or
the refurbishment
of old style buildings.

240 Tiles Per Pallet
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RIDGETILES

ACCESSORIES

Quinn Rooftiles supply a large range of concrete ridge tiles suitable for any application.

We stock a large range of accessories for various fixing systems.

Selection of standard tile vents

Universal Angle Ridge

1/2 Round Ridge

Selection of plastic ridge tile
jointers

Selection of tile clips

Universal Mono Ridge

DRY ROOFING SOLUTIONS

Colours
Available in all corresponding
colours of our roof tile ranges

As well as standard accessories Quinn Rooftiles has also developed a number of dry fixing systems for
speed of installation. All the relevant components for these are available as a package to cover Ridge, Hip
and Verge systems.

Benefits
Up to 40% faster than traditional mortar
methods
Guaranteed weather tightness

Duo Block End - Half Round
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Duo Block End - 1/2 Angle Ridge

Available to suit all tile colours
Complies with BS5534 requirements for
mechanically fixing.
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FLEXIBLE DELIVERY SOLUTIONS
Our unique multi-product portfolio allows versatility in your stock management with specifically
tailored loads. Delivery of mixed products results in cost savings for customers and contributes to
reducing our carbon footprint.

Service Excellence
With experienced people on the ground across the UK and
Ireland, we offer an unrivalled level of hands-on support and
guidance from our dedicated Sales and Service teams.

Quality as Standard
We use the highest quality of raw materials to manufacture
our products, many of which are locally sourced from our
own Quinn resources. All products are fully tested to British
and European Standards guaranteeing performance levels.

Sustainability
Our aim is to be trusted and respected by our customers and
stakeholders for responsibly sourcing our raw materials and
employing sustainable production processes.
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187 Ballyconnell Road,
Derrylin, Co. Fermanagh
BT92 9GP
t: +44 (0)28 6774 8866
www.quinn-buildingproducts.com
TECHNICAL
technical@quinn-buildingproducts.com
SALES
sales@quinn-buildingproducts.com
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